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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an image forming apparatus provided with a detachable process unit.

Related Background Art

[0002] In the image forming apparatus such as the copying apparatus, it has been considered to attach a memory on an interchangeable process unit such as a drum unit and to judge the service life thereof from the content stored in the memory, such as the number of copies. However, if the process unit which is judged to have reached the end of the service life is merely replaced by a new process unit, the image forming conditions may be varied and therefore the image may not be obtained in the optimum condition.

[0003] It is therefore conceivable to store, in the memory of the process unit, process conditions specific to the process unit and, when the process unit is mounted on the image forming apparatus, to automatically feed the process conditions into a memory of the apparatus itself or to execute a mode for measuring the image forming conditions, thereby determining the process conditions. A similar procedure is proposed in JP 58-132758.

[0004] It is however cumbersome and time consuming to execute such measurement mode for the image forming conditions at each replacement of the process unit, and the appropriate image cannot be obtained without the execution of such mode.

[0005] Also in case of storing the number of copies in the memory of the process unit at every copying operation, it is necessary to confirm whether the copy count has been stored, but such confirmation, if conducted after the completion of the copying operation, cannot be made in case the power supply is turned off immediately after the copying operation.

[0006] It is also necessary to consider the countermeasure against improper tampering of the data stored in the memory of the process unit.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In consideration of the foregoing, an object of the present invention is to provide an image forming apparatus not associated with the above-mentioned drawbacks.

[0008] Another object of the present invention is to provide an image forming apparatus for which the user or the service personnel is not required, at each replacement of the process unit, to cause the apparatus to read the process conditions specific to the process unit or to execute the measurement mode for determining the image forming conditions.

[0009] Still another object of the present invention is to provide an image forming apparatus capable of inhibiting the image forming operation based on improperly tampered data of the data stored in the memory of the process unit.

[0010] Still another object of the present invention is to provide an image forming apparatus allowing to easily judge whether the deterioration in the image quality is caused by the process unit or by the image forming apparatus itself.

[0011] Still another object of the present invention is to provide an image forming apparatus allowing to know the timing of replacement of the process unit.

[0012] Still other objects of the present invention, and the features thereof, will become fully apparent from the following description to be taken in conjunction with the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view of an image forming apparatus;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a control unit of the image forming apparatus;
Fig. 3 is a schematic view of data stored in a non-volatile memory 104;
Fig. 4 is a table showing operation codes of the non-volatile memory 104;
Figs. 5A, 5B and 5C are timing charts of three modes (data read-out, data write-in and data erase);
Fig. 6 is a flow chart showing a copying routine;
Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing a data reading subroutine of the non-volatile memory; and
Fig. 8 is a flow chart showing a process cartridge setting subroutine.
Fig. 9 is a flow chart of a measurement made subroutine.
[0014] Now the image forming apparatus of the present invention will be clarified in detail by an embodiment thereof, applied to a copying apparatus, of which cross-sectional view is shown in Fig. 1.

[0015] There are shown a main body 1 of the copying apparatus; an original pressure plate 2; an original supporting glass plate 3; an exposure lamp 4; mirror 5 - 7 and 9 - 11; a lens 8; a sheet feeding roller 17; transport rollers 18, 19; a transport unit 20; a fixing unit 21; sheet discharge rollers 22; and a sheet discharge tray 49.

[0016] The driving system consists of a main driving system for driving a sheet feeding unit, a sheet transporting unit, a photosensitive member and a fixing unit, and an optical driving system for driving an optical system constituting the load. The main driving system employs a DC brushless motor 25, while the optical system employs a stepping motor 26. In the optical driving system, phase energization signals are generated for supply to the different phases of the stepping motor 26. In the present embodiment, the stepping motor 26 is switched between the 2-phase driving method and the 1-2 phase driving method according to the velocity information set on the load.

[0017] The sheet feeding can be made either from a cassette 23 or from a multiple hand-feed tray unit 24. In case of sheet feeding from the cassette 23, the sheet feeding state is controlled by a switch for detecting the presence or absence of the cassette 23, a switch group 31 for detecting the size of the cassette 23 and a switch 37 for detecting the presence or absence of sheet in the cassette 23. In case an abnormality is detected by these switches, a corresponding message is displayed on a display unit.

[0018] In case of multiple hand-feed sheet feeding, the sheet feeding state is controlled by a switch for detecting the state of the hand-feed unit 24, and, upon detection of an abnormality, a corresponding message is displayed on the display unit.

[0019] A photosensitive member 12 rotates clockwise in the drawing. It is charged by a primary charger 13 and then exposed in an exposure position to form a latent image, which is developed with toner by a developing unit 15, and the obtained toner image is transferred, in a transfer unit 14, onto a recording sheet supplied from the sheet feeding unit. After the toner image transfer, the photosensitive member 12 is subjected to the removal of remaining toner by a cleaning unit 35, then the elimination of retentive potential by a preexposure lamp 16, and is used again in the image forming process. The recording sheet, bearing the transferred toner image, is transported to a fixing unit 21 by a conveyor belt of a transport unit 20. A process cartridge 39, including the photosensitive member 12, the primary charger 13 and the cleaning unit 35, is detachably mounted on the copying apparatus 1.

[0020] The fixing unit 21 is provided with a drive roller 35, a tension roller 45 and a pressure roller 44.

[0021] A heater 43 of the fixing unit 21 is formed by printing a resistance member on a ceramic substrate, and has terminals at an end. The heater 43 is supported by a heat-resistant plastic supporter 42, on which a metal stay is mounted. An endless film 47 is provided around the drive roller 35, the tension roller 45 and the heater 43.

[0022] A temperature detecting element (thermistor) 41 is mounted on the metal stay and is in direct contact with the rear face of the heater 43. Another temperature detecting element 48 is similarly mounted on the rear face of the heater 43. This temperature detecting element 48 is positioned at an end of the heater 43 and is used for detecting the temperature of a sheet-free portion in case small-sized sheets are passed and expanding the gap between the sheets, because the temperature in such sheet-free portion becomes higher in case of such small-sized sheets.

[0023] The heater unit consisting of the heater 43, the plastic supporter 42 and the metal stay, and the endless film 47 are pressurized by the pressure roller 44.

[0024] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a control unit of the copying apparatus constituting the image forming apparatus, wherein shown are a controller 101 for receiving signals from various sensors provided in the copying apparatus and controlling the functions of various loads such as the DC brushless motor and the stepping motor; a SRAM 102 for storing process conditions required for image formation, recovery information in case of sheet jamming, back-up information in case of a machine error etc.; an operation unit 103 for setting the copy mode; and a non-volatile memory (EEPROM) 104 incorporated in the process cartridge 39 (including the photosensitive member 12, the primary charger 13 and the cleaner 38).

[0025] When the process cartridge 39 is mounted on the main body, the non-volatile memory 104 incorporated therein is automatically connected, by a drawer connector, to the controller 101. Fig. 3 illustrates the data stored in the non-volatile memory 104, wherein data of 16 bits are stored for each address as shown in the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addresses 0 - 1</th>
<th>serial numbers</th>
<th>00XXXXXXXX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address 2</td>
<td>counter value</td>
<td>XXXXH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address 3</td>
<td>process condition 1</td>
<td>XXXXH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address 4</td>
<td>process condition 2</td>
<td>XXXXH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addresses 5 - 63</td>
<td>vacant</td>
<td>FFFFFH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The process conditions 1 and 2 are used for varying the high voltage condition at the image formation, according to the fluctuation in the sensitivity of the photosensitive drum 12 in the process cartridge 39. The serial number is given to each process cartridge 39 and consists of 2 words (4 bytes), with uppermost bits always starting with “00”. Each of the empty addresses 5 - 63 stores “FFFFFF”. The counter value is increased by one at each copying operation.

The read-out and write-in operations of the non-volatile memory (EEPROM) 104 are conducted in the following manner. Fig. 4 shows the operation codes of the non-volatile memory 104, and Figs. 5A to 5C show the timing charts for three modes (data read-out, data write-in and data erase). A symbol CS stands for chip select; SK for clock; DI for operation code and address input; and DO for data output.

A DI port fetches the operation code and the address supplied in synchronization with the upshift of a clock signal. A DO port releases data in synchronization with the upshift of a clock signal. Seven modes are realized by the combinations of the operation codes and the addresses.

As the photosensitive drum 12 in the process cartridge 39 shows fluctuation in the sensitivity, the correction value for the sensitivity is measured for each process cartridge 39, and the measured correction value is stored as the process conditions 1 and 2 in the non-volatile memory 104. Also 0 is written as the counter value of the address 2, at a timing shown in Fig. 5B. Thus, the content of the non-volatile memory 104 is set in the following manner, at the initial shipment from the factory:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addresses 0 - 1</th>
<th>serial number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address 2</td>
<td>counter value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address 3</td>
<td>process condition 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address 4</td>
<td>process condition 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>serially numbered from 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-63 to 63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following there will be explained the function at the copying operation, with reference to a flow chart shown in Fig. 6. When the process cartridge 39 is newly mounted on the image forming apparatus and the power supply is turned on, the controller 101 of the image forming apparatus reads the content of the non-volatile memory 104 of the process cartridge 39 (step S200).

Fig. 5A is a timing chart of a read-out mode for reading the data stored in the memory of the process cartridge 39. At first the controller 101 sends, to the DI port, data “110” (first bit 1 being a dummy code, second and third bits constituting an operation code) indicating the read-out mode, followed immediately by an address (A0 - A5) to be read. Then data (D15 - D0) of the designated address are read from the memory and transferred, through the DO port, to the controller 101.

Fig. 5B is a timing chart of a data write-in mode for storing the process condition or the count value into the memory of the process cartridge 39. In case of storing a copy count, the controller 101 sends, to the DI port, data “101” indicating the data write-in mode, immediately followed by a write-in address (A0 - A5) and data (D0 - D15) to be written.

Fig. 5C is a timing chart of a data erase mode for erasing the data stored in the memory of the process cartridge 39. At first the controller 101 releases data “111” indicating the data erase mode, immediately followed by an address (A0 - A5) to be erased, whereby the data of the designated address are erased.

Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing a data reading subroutine of the non-volatile memory.

In this subroutine, there is discriminated whether the uppermost bit of the serial number in the addresses 0 - 1 is equal to “0” (step S221), and, if equal, there is further discriminated whether the content of the unused addresses 5 - 63 is “FFH” (step S222). If it is “FFH”, the process conditions 1 and 2 of the non-volatile memory 104 are stored in the SRAM 102 of the main body (step S223) and the sequence returns to the main routine.

On the other hand, if the uppermost bit of the serial number is not “0” or if the content of the unused addresses is not “FFH”. The copying operation is inhibited (step S224). In such situation, the content of the non-volatile memory is identified as improperly tampered and altered.

After the data reading from the non-volatile memory 104, a count stored in advance in the SRAM 102 of the main body is compared to the count stored in the non-volatile memory 104 (said count being called drum counter) (steps S201, S202), and, if these counts are mutually equal and are not zero, a measurement mode is executed (step S203). Fig. 9 is a flow chart of a measurement mode subroutine. In the measurement mode, the primary output voltage of the process cartridge 39 is determined by charging the drum 12 with a predetermined primary voltage from the primary charger 13 and measuring the current from the drum 12. The primary output voltage thus determined is memorized in the SRAM 102 of the image forming apparatus. The SRAM 102 stores the primary output voltages determined in the past three measurement mode cycles, and an appropriate primary output voltage is determined as the average of the four primary output voltages (steps S241 - S246). Thereafter the controller enters a waiting state for the actuation of the copy key (step S205). If the two counts do not mutually coincide or if they are both zero, the sequence proceeds to a process cartridge setting mode (step S204).

Fig. 8 is a flow chart showing a process cartridge setting mode subroutine. In this mode, an appropriate
primary output voltage in the process cartridge 39 is determined by charging the drum 12 with a predetermined primary voltage from the primary charger 13 and measuring the current from the drum 12 (steps S235 - S239). The primary output voltage is determined by repeating the measurement four times and taking the average. Then the count in the main body is set equal to the count of the drum counter (step S240), and the present subroutine is terminated.

[0039] When the copy key is actuated, the sheet feeding is executed (step S206), then the count of the drum counter is read (step S207) and compared with the count in the main body (step S208). This comparison is conducted in order to confirm whether the count of the drum counter has been properly renewed at the preceding copying operation. If both counts mutually coincide, a copying operation is executed (step S209), then the counts of the main body and of the drum counter are respectively increased by one (step S210) and the sequence returns to the step S205.

[0040] If the counts do not mutually coincide, a write-in error in the process cartridge 39 is identified and the copying operation is therefore inhibited (step S211).

[0041] It is also possible to store the appropriate primary output voltage, determined in the process cartridge setting mode, in the SRAM 102, and, in case the discrimination of the step S202 is negative, to adopt the appropriate primary output voltage stored in the SRAM 102 without execution of the measurement mode.

[0042] The present invention is not limited to the foregoing embodiment but is subjected to various modifications within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An image forming apparatus for executing image formation, with a detachable process cartridge (39) including a photosensitive member (12) mounted thereon, the apparatus being provided with:

   a first memory (102) for storing the number of image formations; and
   renewal means for renewing the number of image formations stored in a second memory (104) provided in said process cartridge and the number of image formations stored in said first memory, in response to the execution of an image forming operation;

   characterized by:

   comparator means (S 201) for comparing, when a power supply to said image forming apparatus is turned on, the number of image formations stored in said first memory with the number of image formations stored in said second memory; and

   control means adapted, when the number of image formations stored in said first memory and the number of image formations stored in said second memory do not mutually coincide, to effect a first determining operation (S 204) for determining an image forming condition specific to said process cartridge, and when the number of image formations stored in said first memory coincides with the number of image formations stored in said second memory, said control means is adapted to execute a second, different determining operation (S 203) for determining an image forming condition specific to said process cartridge.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said first determining operation includes an operation for repeating measurement (S 238) for determining the image forming condition and averaging (S 239) the determined plural image forming conditions.

3. An apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said second determining operation includes an operation for effecting a measurement for determining the image forming condition (S 242, 243) and taking an average (S 246) of a result of said measurement with plural image forming conditions determined in the past.

4. An apparatus according to claim 1, characterized in further comprising:

   inhibition means (S 224) for inhibiting an image forming operation utilizing said process cartridge when data in an unused area of said second memory (104) is not a predetermined value.

5. An image forming apparatus according to claim 1, characterized in further comprising:

   second comparator means (S 208) for comparing the number of image formations stored in said first memory (102) with the number of image formations stored in said second memory (104), after an entry of an instruction for starting image formation and before an operation of said renewal means (S 210); and
Patentansprüche

1. Bildzeugungsgerät zum Ausführen einer Bildzeugung mit einer abnehmbaren Verarbeitungskartusche (39), die ein daran montiertes lichtempfindliches Element (12) hat, wobei das Gerät mit folgendem versehen ist:

   einem ersten Speicher (102) zum Speichern der Anzahl der Bildzeugungen; und einer Erneuerungseinrichtung zum Erneuern der in einem in der Verarbeitungskartusche vorgesehenen zweiten Speicher (104) gespeicherten Anzahl der Bildzeugungen und der Anzahl der Bildzeugungen, die in dem ersten Speicher gespeichert sind, im Ansprechen auf die Ausführung eines Bildzeugungsvorgangs; gekennzeichnet durch:

   eine Vergleichseinrichtung (S 201) zum Vergleichen der in dem ersten Speicher gespeicherten Anzahl der Bildzeugungen mit der in dem zweiten Speicher gespeicherten Anzahl der Bildzeugungen, wenn eine Energieversorgung für das Bildzeugungsgerät eingeschaltet ist; und

   eine Steuereinrichtung, die dafür vorgesehen ist, wenn die in dem ersten Speicher gespeicherte Anzahl der Bildzeugungen und die in dem zweiten Speicher gespeicherte Anzahl der Bildzeugungen nicht miteinander übereinstimmt, einen ersten Bestimmungsvorgang (S 204) zum Bestimmen einer für die Verarbeitungskartusche spezifischen Bildzeugungsbedingung zu bewirken, und wenn die in dem ersten Speicher gespeicherte Anzahl der Bildzeugungen mit der in dem zweiten Speicher gespeicherten Anzahl der Bildzeugungen übereinstimmt, die Steuereinrichtung dafür vorgesehen ist, einen zweiten, unterschiedlichen Bestimmungsvorgang (S 203) zum Bestimmen einer für die Verarbeitungskartusche spezifischen Bildzeugungsbedingung auszuführen.

2. Gerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Bestimmungsvorgang einen Vorgang umfaßt, um eine Messung (S 236) zum Bestimmen der Bildzeugungsbedingung zu wiederholen und aus den bestimmten mehreren Bildzeugungsbedingungen einen Durchschnitt zu bilden (S 239).

3. Gerät nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der zweite Bestimmungsvorgang einen Vorgang umfaßt, um eine Messung zum Bestimmen der Bildzeugungsbedingung (S 242, 243) zu bewirken und einen Durchschnitt (S 246) eines Ergebnisses der Messung mit mehreren in der Vergangenheit bestimmten Bildzeugungsbedingungen zu benutzen.

4. Gerät nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet durch weiterhin: eine Blockierungseinrichtung (S 224) zum Blockieren eines Bildzeugungsvorgangs unter Verwendung der Verarbeitungskartusche, wenn Daten in einem nicht verwendeten Bereich des zweiten Speichers (104) nicht einen vorbestimmten Wert haben.

5. Bildzeugungsgerät nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet durch weiterhin:

   eine zweite Vergleichseinrichtung (S 206) zum Vergleichen der in dem ersten Speicher (102) gespeicherten Anzahl der Bildzeugungen mit der in dem zweiten Speicher (104) gespeicherten Anzahl der Bildzeugungen, nach einem Eingang einer Anweisung zum Starten einer Bildzeugung und vor einem Betrieb der Erneuerungseinrichtung (S 210); und eine Blockierungseinrichtung (S 208) zum Blockieren eines Bildzeugungsvorgangs unter Verwendung der Verarbeitungskartusche, wenn der Vergleich durch die zweite Vergleichseinrichtung eine nicht-Übereinstimmung angibt.

Revendications

1. Appareil de formation d'image pour exécuter une formation d'image avec une cartouche de traitement amovible (39) sur laquelle est monté un élément photosensible (12), l'appareil étant équipé de:

   une première mémoire (102) pour stocker le nombre de formations d'image; et un moyen de renouvellement pour renouveler le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans une seconde
mémoire (104) prévue dans ladite cartouche de traitement et le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite première mémoire, en réponse à l'exécution d'une opération de formation d'image ;

caractérisé par :

un moyen de comparaison (S 201) pour comparer, lorsqu'une alimentation électrique est appliquée audit appareil de formation d'images, le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite première mémoire avec le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite seconde mémoire ; et

un moyen de contrôle adapté, lorsque le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite première mémoire et le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite seconde mémoire ne coïncident pas mutuellement, pour effectuer une première opération de détermination (S 204) pour déterminer une condition de formation d'image spécifique de ladite cartouche de traitement, et lorsque le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite première mémoire coïncide avec le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite seconde mémoire, ledit moyen de contrôle est adapté pour exécuter une seconde opération de détermination différente (S 203) pour déterminer une condition de formation d'image spécifique à ladite cartouche de traitement.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite première opération de détermination comporte une opération pour répéter des mesures (S 238) afin de déterminer la condition de formation d'image et de calculer la valeur moyenne (S 239) des conditions plurielles déterminées de formation d'image.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel ladite seconde opération de détermination comporte une opération pour effectuer une mesure afin de déterminer la condition de formation d'image (S 242, 243) et de prendre une moyenne (S 246) d'un résultat de ladite mesure et des conditions plurielles de formations d'image déterminées auparavant.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend de plus :

un moyen d'inhibition (S 224) pour inhiber une opération de formation d'image utilisant ladite cartouche de traitement lorsqu'une donnée dans une zone non utilisée de ladite seconde mémoire (104) n'est pas une valeur prédéterminée.

5. Appareil de formation d'image selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en qu'il comprend de plus :

un second moyen comparateur (S 208) pour comparer le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite première mémoire (102) avec le nombre de formations d'image stocké dans ladite seconde mémoire (104), après une entrée d'une instruction pour démarrer la formation d'image et avant une opération du moyen de renouvellement (S 210) ; et

un moyen d'inhibition (S 208) pour inhiber une opération de formation d'image utilisant ladite cartouche de traitement lorsque la comparaison par ledit second moyen comparateur indique une absence de coïncidence.
**FIG. 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>DATA 16bit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 1</td>
<td>SERIAL NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>COUNTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IP-OFFSET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PRIMARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 63</td>
<td>VACANCY (FFFF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER</th>
<th>START BIT</th>
<th>OPERATION CODE</th>
<th>64 WORDS x 16 BITS</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>READ (DATA READING)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>A5 - A0</td>
<td>D15 - D0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE (DATA WRITING)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>A5 - A0</td>
<td>D15 - D0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAL (CHIP WRITING)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>01xxxx</td>
<td>D15 - D0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERASE (DATA ERASING)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>A5 - A0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERAL (CHIP ERASING)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>10xxxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWEN (PROGRAM ENABLE)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>11xxxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWDS (PROGRAM DISABLE)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>00xxxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COPY INHIBITION

RETURN
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S204 PROCESS CARTRIDGE SETTING MODE SUBROUTINE

S235 OUTPUT PRIMARY VOLTAGE PREDETERMINED VALUE

S236 MEASURE FEEDBACK CURRENT

S237 DETERMINE PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGE

S238 FOURTH MEASUREMENT?

S239 DETERMINE AVERAGE VALUE BY AVERAGING FOUR MEASUREMENTS OF PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGE AS PROPER PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGE

S240 MAKE COUNTER IN BODY MATCH DRUM COUNTER

RETURN
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S241 → MEASUREMENT MODE

S242 → OUTPUT PRIMARY VOLTAGE PREDETERMINED VALUE

S243 → MEASURE FEEDBACK CURRENT

S244 → DETERMINE PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGE

S245 → STORE PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGE IN SRAM

S246 → DETERMINE AVERAGE VALUE BY AVERAGING STORED PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGE AND THREE PRE-MEASURED PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGES AS PROPER PRIMARY OUTPUT VOLTAGE

RETURN